I. The meeting was called to order by President Niemi at 9:04 A.M.
II. Roll Call:

Absent-Steve C., Karen C., Gay B., Eric L., Jerome R., Winston C.
Proxies- Bobby Lebeda (for Jerome R.), Ashley Burton (for Winston C.)

III. Minutes from January 2018 offered for review, edit, and comments.
Moved to approve by Minnia, seconded by Artem.
Passed by unanimous voice vote

IV. Officer Reports (Google document used in Exec Committee--linked at end of minutes as a PDF, as
well as main meeting comments posted below under New Business/Good of the Order)
President Niemi
Vice President of Activities Ronald
Vice President of Curriculum Curtis
Treasurer Barembaum
Secretary Kalashian
Historian Underwood
Editor Cummings
V. Area Chair Reports (Google document used in Exec Committee-- please see end of council minutes)
Area 1 Chair Harris

Area 2 Chair McCoy

Area 3 Chair Graber
Area 4 Chair Osborn

VI. Committee Reports (Google document used in Exec Committee-- see end of council minutes
Debate Committee (Interm Kalashian)

Public Relations Committee (Bolig)

Individual Events Committee (Gale)

Congress Committee (Matley)

VII.

Old Business: Technically none.
VIII. New Business:

Meeting began at 9:04 (Reed)
Karson takes roll.
Reed: I would like to call the meeting to order, and even on time! Welcome everyone, I am glad that you are
here. Motions will be presented during the committee reports. Motions will be made discussed and sent back to
leagues with their presidents. Committee chairs can also change orders of motions presented from the docket
that was sent out.
Gregg: I move to open the minutes from last meeting (Mikendra seconds). Minnia moves to approve, artem
seconds. Unanimous approval.
Reed: Everyone is smiling, good. Spoke to our lawyer regarding incorporation. We will need to take a vote on
this. Our name has already been secured. Thank you for the State, Angel did great. Protests are located online.
There were around 8. We structured protests in two parts, the supposed violation itself, and then the remedy
that was taken. Mikendra did a great job as the State Tournament host, it was one of the best State Tournaments
ever. Angel did a wonderful job as the State Tournament Director.
We did valuations at end of State for the first time in 10 years. There were around 200 responses. Student
helpers, food trucks, games, etc. were noted as highlights.
MS State 2019 is a go. It will be at Leland High school. Ron will cover in his report. They are slightly worried
about rooms. Our CHSSA meeting will be during MS State, so we can increase involvement. Ron has suggested
some of council judge, be at awards, etc. Will be marketing MS State. DVC MS State was very expensive (one
student/one judge $165). We want to add Worlds Debate to the MS State championship. We can allow each
League to send two teams to this. They can use this as a warm up for Nationals?
Area Chair elections were a little messy. Administrative books say to not try to keep up with social media
bickering, so excuse the silence from us on this issue as we didn’t want to add to a poor situation. Results will be
out at end of today.
NFHS wants to have a conference to unify rules nationwide. All they currently do is select the policy topic.
Kathy: How will the referendum process for CHSSA proceed?

Reed: Lawyer outlined this and it is already in our By-Laws. Referendum. Mail out votes and may be online as
well. We are looking into it for more specifics and asking more advice.
Angel: Thank you for help at State. We had 60 tournament officials. Mountain house had so many volunteers,
students involved, board members judging in suits and then changing into jeans to pick up trash, Mikendra had
her mom fly in, her husband got to make our Inaugural Student of the Year award…it was fantastic overall and I
could not have been happier.
If you can think of any more fun activities please let me know. For many of our students this is their only away
trip, so we want to make this special.
State will be May 3rd-5th, 2019 at Cal State Long Beach, which means online registration date will be Friday, March
29th. Friday, and April 5th will be the postmark date. It is Ramadan, so I will be contacting local support to make
sure we are culturally responsible and take into account all ways to make all students that attend feel welcome.
We will try to make sure we have water ready when fasting is over, that we have locations for prayer, etc.
Dates and locations for our meeting for next year are as follows: September 7th and 8th in Sacramento, January 4th
and 5th (somewhere down south, L.A. or San Diego), May 18th and 19th (Saturday/Sunday) San Jose, since it
coincides with MS State.
Minnia: Thanks to Mikendra for recording some elimination rounds at State. Yesterday we created five different
event documents. These can be used when watching a speech as well as help with class discussions. O.O., O.A,
Expos, T.I., and Extemp. Moving forward we want to get the recordings and link certain speeches with certain
techniques/skills/rhetorical devices/etc. We also have MS Curriculum as well as efforts to help train coaches on
the horizon.
Reed: Good job, we are impressed, this is a good extension of what we have worked on before.
Ben: 25 to 30 students have sent emails wanting to see those elimination round videos, they are desperate for
them.
Minnia: We have an Opt-Out form versus Opt-In form. We are just being careful and checking with our lawyer.
We hope to have these videos ready by the end of summer.
Reed: Lily will be stepping down (she is getting married). Lily did a great job, and will still help set up awards at
State.
I just made a call and received confirmation, Ian Lampert will be our new Coordinator of PR.
Lily: Ian and Bobby have helped with Facebook and Instagram, they have been rock stars. #CHSSASPEAKS will be
our new # across platforms. We are also reaching out to former competitors so they can post what speech and
debate has meant to them, and we can then put them, with a picture, on social media. Please send me
names/contact information from any of your previous competitors so we can hear from them.
Mikendra: I just posted on Facebook last night, and asked about what did speech and debate do for you, and I
have 112 responses and I sobbed all night. I have never posted on Facebook before, it is pretty awesome!
Bobby: It is good to reach out to alumni. We have to keep the vibe going, and we might also get some free and
quality judging out of it.

Lily: One of the final round D.I. judges was the 1996 D.I. champion of Nationals from James Logan. I did not know
speech and debate existed until I got my teaching job, so connecting people can be really important. State was
amazing. We have made thank you cards and are sending these to our sponsors. We are working on our
branding. We are already working on sponsors for State next year. Our goal is $25,000. We want to get a media
release as part of registration next year.
Neil: I have bad news. I am out of checks here at the meeting. Contact me if you need a check. Thank you to
SUDL helping with merchandise sales at State.
Ben: I am working on removing deadlines on the webpage. The Bulletin will hopefully be out by end of the
month. I am hoping to include original speeches. I would like to have as much content as possible. Let me know
about ideas for the Bulletin as well.
Our last Bulletin had a 57% open rate, which is very high.
I messed up at State sending out results at State. Sorry. This will not happen again.
Angel: We will not put speeches into this Bulletin as we will wait till after Nationals. Some coaches were
concerned about having cuts of their speeches out there before Nationals is over with.
Reed: Good job Ben keeping the webpage up to date.
Kathy: Can we add the winning T.I. from State this year to the Bulletin? I know part of it is published…..
Minnia: Can we use it since many of T.I. parts are smaller?
Angel: NSDA said they are covered when they use copyrighted material under education clauses. If their legal
team has advised them of this, we should also be fine.
Gregg: Again though, what about protecting cuts from people?
Karson Secretary: I would like to say that since the minutes are important, I will try to get down as much of what
you say as accurately as I can but I do need to paraphrase some items as it is simply impossible to keep up with
discussions word for word. I also want to try to keep the content as close to what was said as possible, for the
purposes of transparency and accountability. Therefore, please be aware that everything you say in this meeting
will find its way into the minutes one way or the other. Also, please do not cut one another off. Thanks.
We need to discuss what we think the Secretary should do, in as far as how in-depth/complicated we want their
notes to be. The NSDA has a general synopsis of each discussion and how the vote wound up for their board
meetings, but they do not publish a blow by blow recount of their meetings. How should we proceed as CHSSA
when it comes to our expectations of the minutes from our meetings?
Minnia: We should record actions, and not word for word dialogue. Characterize. Roberts Rule of Order says
minutes should only be actions, not discussions.
Reed: When I did it 10 years ago, it was to hold people accountable, but also for transparency. Elected officials
represent us, and others read later. We also forget why we passed something sometimes, having super direct
minutes lets us look back and see what has happened. Either way is fine with me, I have told Karson to keep
taking them in a narrative fashion, and we can redact later if we so decide.

Artem: At regular meetings locally where each person speaks for themselves, then it can be NSDA style. Since we
are here speaking for others, I think the minutes here need to be as accurate as possible.
Michael: Maybe we should do audio, and then transcribe? It would help with accuracy. Maybe we can pay
someone to transcribe the minutes off of audio for us after a meeting.
Reed: We could do Facebook live? NSDA style minutes and Facebook Live?
Beth: Doesn’t Facebook Live go away though, after a certain amount of time?
Reed: At least it would be there for transparency as the meeting is taking place.
Ron: MS State. We are enthused, we are excited, things are moving. If we finance problems, we will use some of
the funds Donovan Cummings left in his will. He is the reason we have the Service Above Self award.
Reed: He did migrant ed debate for the county. He also quad qualified for Nationals in multiple events, and
spoke on in the final round of Extemp on the topic ‘should Alaska been allowed into the U.S.?’ What a great story.
Ron: We are trying to add Worlds School Debate at MS State…..but we are worried about rooms as well. Worlds
should be an on-hold thing until we have more information and we can say say ‘if possible’.
Reed: Western States was in hotel rooms in college debate. We could do this if we need to?
Ron: I would like to send out more invites to even more MS teams. Please send me names/emails.
Chris: Thanks for making State the best State tournament ever. Congrats on the 2019 location, good job Sarah. I
hope we follow through with the online Q and A with protest decisions and such. The information will be great
for people to see how we have ruled in the past. The online script process went really well, it was incredible. We
(myself and others from my area) are willing to help others if they want to learn more about online script
submission.
( place this under good of the order)
McCoy: State went great. Thank you. The letters that got sent to my board etc. were amazing, which was great.
We only had one complaint, about some board cleaner that got used, and I purchased a new bottle for that
teacher. Thank you to Melissa for food. We liked the food trucks, and we are looking forward to trying to bring
more trucks to State in the future and continue to provide many various options to students for meals.
Kathy: Tony Ugadle is our new area 3 rep at large. He hosts a great tournament in April. (April 13th/14th this
upcoming year). Ashley Burton will replace Winston on the curriculum committee. Great job Reed, Angel, and
Mikendra on State. It was one of the best we have ever had.
Gregg: Angel, Mikendra, great job at State! Thank you Angel and Sarah for securing Long Beach for State next
year. It was nice to know that our scripts were in the web…..I also had them in my pocket as well (on a flash
drive). It worked out really well and it was easy.
Chris: I will miss you Gregg as area chair. You have been a mentor. We will miss you.
Congress:

David: 0518-H: Eliminate conflicting language regarding paneling……..
David: This is cleanup we no longer do this. If we get rid of this we will be aligned to what we actually do now.
Sharon moves, Sarah seconds. Discussion ends. Minnia moves, Sarah seconds. Passes unanimously.
0518-P: Eliminate redundant P.O. language……wait is this the correct number? I think we need to look at this for
a second, my numbering is off.
Reed: We should take a five minute break.
Five minute break at 10:29.
Reconvene at 10:34.
David: Back to 0518-P. We are not changing any rules, just cleaning up the bylaws. Changes language for how
you pick the four presiding officers and shows you how to break the tie. Language about how the votes goes stays
in bylaws.
Ben moves, Bobby seconds.

Passes unanimously.

0518-Y, Clarify language of win/loss in a P.O. competition. There is a different set of judges each time so we need
to clean this up, we do not actually do anymore in practice what these rules say. Minnia seconds. Ron moves,
Gregg seconds. Passes unanimously.
0518-X, establish a tie-breaker for P.O. contest in the final round. We have used tie-breaker from previous
rounds. This year we had a triple-tie break and we want to clean this up for the future. This would be a new
change and not just clean up. Wear seconds. Sarah moves, Sharon seconds to end discussion.
Kathi moves, Bobby seconds. Passes unanimously.
Congress/David: Spent the first half of our meeting talking about motions. We want to progress congress into the
future. The way we are doing things now most coaches agree with. Keeping students in the same chamber,
people like. We asked coaches what they though about the number of bills? Coaches like one piece of legislation
per round, they don’t want super sessions, etc. Bill selection? Schools that enter congress should be writing
legislation. We do like the idea of empowering kids. Authorship speeches should possibly go to the schools who
wrote the bill? Recencey? Increasing Cross-X times initially we may come up with? We may also bring forward
direct cross-X? Everyone may have a chance to ask questions differently if we used direct cross-X.
Chris: Please follow up on this direct cross-X, I have seen it and its pretty cool.
David: Coaches and students both supported having an adult parliamentarian in the room. We used to have
them, we got away from it, and maybe it is time to bring them back. Even the students themselves supported the
idea.
Sarah: I have went to the TOC and talked to the person on the congress committee. Other teams don’t bring
their congress kids here. I have her contact info if you would like it David, so we can see what trends are
happening in congress on the National level.
Kathy: When did we last have adult parliamentarians?

David: Mid 90’s probably. Used to have to pull people out of congress tab which is why I think we got rid of
them. It just faded away. They are just there to help guide. Some leagues send freshmen as P.O.’s and it can be
an issue.
We want the ability for judges to make comments for congress students. We scan our ballots locally for other
events and it help a lot. We may want to do this for congress also.
Michael: I am intrigued by extending Cross-X. Direct Cross-X is an interesting name for what you mentioned.
Reed: Thank you to chairs for taking surveys.
Angel: State will be May 3-5th, 2019, at Cal State Long Beach. This means the online registration deadline will be
Friday, March 29th, 2019 (since I think Fridays are easier to remember). The postmark deadline for materials will
be the following Friday, April 5th, 2019. Upcoming CHSSA meetings will be September 7th-8th, 2018 in Sacramento,
January 4th and 5th, 2019 in Southern California (L.A. or San Diego), and May 18th-19th, 2019 in San Jose (which is a
Saturday and Sunday, which coincides with the MS State Championships at Leland so some CHSSA members could
attend). It would be great to get some League specific facebook pages up and going, and we also want to have
alumni spotlights.
Karson: Slightly opposite, Reed says to give the report first. I will try to match the numbers on the docket so there
is no confusion. We talked about the State Schedule. We have discussed it several times. We want to make sure
the tournament has a schedule that works. We have looked over it the last 3 meetings in a row. We still have the
September and January meeting still but we think it is right. No tournament schedule is ever perfect. Reed and
Angel will look over and vet it. Angel runs the tournament so she should approve it. We are comparing the current
schedule with the new one. We think this schedule is better and friendlier. We tried to make sensible
adjustments. Ben had pointed out a weird time block and we fixed it. We made it all even. Artem worked at the
meeting to show the times of rounds. We will send it to Reed and Angel to make sure it looks good and then make
sure everyone has it.
We discussed adding Worlds. There are people that want it. We don’t feel we can fit it in to the State tournament.
We felt as a committee that California is the biggest state that does Parli and do it as a real event. We are a leader
in it. We have been struggling along going from 32 to 48 to 64, and now that we have gotten there we are adding
Worlds? We are finally legitimizing Parli but now we are adding Worlds? It sends a mixed message. Ron is worried
about the rooms but we should see what happens. The Debate committee was supportive. We just don’t want it
at State yet, or maybe ever, so it made more sense to us to try it out as the MS State Championships.
We didn’t get to cleaning up the by laws, but we will and that will be one of our number one issues for the
September meeting. We have made a bunch of changes and passed the motions but there is a bunch of old stuff
that doesn’t make sense or that we no longer do. For example we have to put up a drop list, but we won’t have to
do that anymore. There will be some housekeeping motions in September. We are just going to get through them.
There was an issue with Parli prep materials. At the State tournament...
Sarah: It was at a league tournament.
Karson: From what I understand they brought in a Parli handbook. We figured that this was a prep issue and
someone should be checking the kids at the door to see what they have. They should only get to leave the room
with what is on the paper. To stop this at state we need to make sure that they are being checked at the door.

Could Reed bring in every color of paper imaginable and handwrite arguments, and I don’t know if we can stop
that level of cheating.
Lily: To clarify they had the same color paper notes written about how to do Parli. In the by laws Parli rounds
sometimes include prep and sometimes it is only when speeches start. Is there different prep theory? Our league
was confused.
Karson That wasn’t communicated to me.
Sarah: I tried to clarify.
Karson: We will look into Parli round vs Parli prep.
Minnia: Are they allowed to have a prep book in prep?
Many people: Yes.
Minnia: Can they pre outline cases? Can they bring in pre-written materials into round and then rewrite them?
Karson: What the original point of Parli was supposed to be was to go to prep and get a topic and then write a
case right then. Similar to Extemp. Yet Extemp prep is very specific that you can’t bring pre-written speeches. You
can bring a newspaper or an article but you don’t show up with speeches that are canned and already done.
When I am at Nationals doing prep we walk around and take pre written notes.
Artem: They can bring in anything they have prepared. The bylaw language is very clear.
Karson: 20 pre written cases was not the original intent of the “prepared notes” in the bylaws.
Lily: We said they can have their article but not their thoughts on their article
Erik: You have to allow prepared notes. There is no way to police it. Artem referenced the language and that is
what we are going to have to stick with. It may not have been the original intent.
Chathi: You don’t know what your topic is so it would be almost impossible to have a case about everything. You
can do you research before hand. If then run Topicality then that is pretty much prepared and pre written. I don’t
see the difference between running a prepared K or a T.
Erik: Are we going to talk about the prep time issue?
Karson: Yes that was related to Public Forum I believe?
Sarah: I can speak on that. At State there was a protest about a public forum team that had this tactic where they
would start prep time then stop it and ask the other team for a card. The team would find the card, and had it
over. It would be read and given back. Then they would start prep again. Then pause prep and ask for a different
card and then get it and read it and then start prep again. The team protesting said this other team got about two
extra minutes of prep time this way. They lost the protest. Debate committee went over our by laws and came to
the conclusion that we disagree with the decision of the protest committee. That we didn’t need to change any
wording. The wording was interpreted incorrectly.

Karson: Clarity is the key. It says there is 2 minutes of prep. We talked about adding the line that once prep has
started it can only be ended to start your speech. That clarity level can tell us what prepared materials are.
Let's move onto the motions.
Lets see if our numbering matches.
First one is a motion we have labeled E is about file sharing in debate.
Reed: It is the second in the docket online.
Karson: If you look at it. We think in the new modern age one of the issues that isn’t clear is when people are
trying to give information in a debate round. When this started it was a thumb drive issue and about the time it
takes. We never really figured it out and kinda wing it. We want rules. Sometimes vague is good and sometimes
you need that clarity. A lot of students are using electronics. We are trying to not alienate groups it has in the
past. Circuit people do this and have no problems with it and if we want to have them be a part of CHSSA then we
want to adapt to them. This will not punish paper debaters. Paperless teams either have to have a paper copy or
another computer to show the paper team. This changes nothing for paper teams. The way it is written both
teams have to agree with each other to do an email chain or use google docs. We didn’t think it is contentious.
Reed: I am suggesting we continue through these. Congress had unanimous support. You can present your
motions, but we will not vote on them until September after leagues have had a chance to talk them over.
Jennifer: I see there is an addition in the exec minutes about and/or partner.
Sarah: I wanted to offer a friendly amendment that Angel accepted that adds “and/or partner” after the word
opponents in the first bold line. Right now in email chains in Policy it is normal to have a debater email their case
not only to their opponents but their partner as well. We talk about a culture of protest I wanted to make sure
that this couldn’t be used to punish a student for sending something to their partner.
Reed: Can I have it by Tuesday?
Erik: Before we take this back there is a rule in the bylaws there is a rule against judges be given evidence in the
by-laws.
Ben: Are we in discussion?
Reed: We are problem solving through this. Don’t be repetitive.
Rachel: How can we be sure they are not using that to talk to their coaches?
Angel: How do we know that now? We can check if they have their internet off but they can turn it back on. It
makes it better for the honest kids.
Caiti: Why are we crossing off the last line? The one that would now allow the judge to also get in on this?
Angel: I don’t agree with that rule, that is why.
Reed: That refers to the “look it up”

Karson: To respond to the question over here, the teams would police each other. If they are all on the email
chain they can help police each other like they time each other.
Sharon: My only concern is that there are many schools with no internet.
Reed: This is why I am asking that we take this back to the leagues. And vet it.
Kathy: I understand we are taking back to the leagues is this the time to ask to split this off into different
proposals? Getting rid of the prohibiting asking a judge from looking things up online is very different than
internet sharing. I ask that they be split.
Minnia: Second.
Reed: We need these revisions posted by Tuesday so schools can have these changes.
Karson: If I can be honest, we didn’t even look at that sentence.
Reed: Thank you for clarifying that.
Karson: 0518G clarifying Oral Prompting in Policy.
Angel: People often talk about the lack of rules about Oral Prompting. I copied the NSDA rule and added it in.
Gregg: I get that it is from NSDA but why not the hard rule? Either allowed or not allowed? I am worried about
telling my students and having them think it is ok and be penalized.
Angel: NSDA says it has never become an issue. Judges are allowed to make it a voting issue and can vote on it like
they can on anything.
Erik: It was my understanding that we were moving it to M. The location changes.
Karson: Where this is is only under Cross Ex because we were talking about prompting during speeches so we
moved this to M because it is about all communication for all debate rounds and also applies to tag-team cross ex.
So that paragraph will change. Debate committee talked a lot about judge autonomy. This is about education in
debate. We teach them to adapt and ask what their judges philosophy is. They ask about spreading and know if
they can go fast or need to slow down. We don’t see why it is different. If you are a team that likes tag team cross
ex then ask your judge. They ask their judges about everything else.
Reed: Any other questions? It sounds like we need those changes.
Chris: NFL had no problem with protests with this, but for us it is a huge problem. Under the protest culture the
kids won’t ask but I am for the rule.
Reed: Angel says there has been no protests at state about this. We can talk down these protests and complaints.
Karson: There is no rule in our bylaws anywhere about prompting our partner during a speech. We don’t disallow
it. Partner prompting and tag team cross are being addressed by this.
The next one is about Public Forum. We don’t need both if our other motions pass. T is redundant.
Reed: Is the recommendation to withdraw this? I will speak with the author.

Angel: That is fine. We can withdraw it, assuming we agree and pass the previous motion.
Karson: The next one is U. Off time roadmaps. Specific example. Neil says “I want a roadmap.” Another judge
Artem starts screaming at Neil. We as the debate committee want to get rid of the first point about judge
requests to just allow non-argumentative 15 second off time roadmaps. We think it helps the education of the
debate.
Reed: Angel then Dave.
Angel: A lot of people have asked for it. Judges yelled at each other during state. Some judges have minor
disabilities and just asked for a simple accommodations and were yelled at for it.
Dave: Debate committee wants the first point removed? I agree.
Caiti: Cloudiness could be an issue if a future rule about prep time ending when speeches start is passed. Do we
have to time the offtime roadmap?
Reed: We asked the judges during the protest and they said it was way longer than 15 seconds.
Karson: V is about internet Parli prep. Some believe in it some don’t. It is a common practice. Common in college.
We don’t recommend it on a 2-3. We argued a lot. The final no vote was that State cannot guarantee internet for
prep. We had issues at Mountain House and that is a new fancy school. If there is no internet available a kid with
a hotspot can use it but one who doesn’t can’t. That means this would apply to qualifiers too. Can schools provide
internet. How are they going to get internet if not form the school?
Angel: This was highly requested.
Ashley: What about computers? Not everyone has a computer.
Karson: Everyone has a smart phone so we discussed changing it.
Chris: Just like in the other proposal that I think it is important to note that can alleviate other issues like shuffling
papers. When you throw it on the record they judges know better how to adjudicate the round. I guess I could
have said that better.
Minnia: I would like to leave one debate as spontaneous.
Artem: When people go back to their leagues they can get more feedback but as Angel has gathered info that
shows it is very much wanted if we strike it down we need to have a very good reason for us to do so. I think of
this as an equity issue. They should go into the tournament with logic and not files collected by their teams; Big
teams use wikipedia or extemp genie and use their coaches create massive briefs. The only way a small school
debater or one with a low memory laptop can compete is with the internet. This will be a benefit. Keep in mind
that we only need to provide access to one room. It is possible to set up a tournament organized hotspot. School
campus internet vs one room is a lot different.
Reed: We need presidents need to go our coaches with this as their are a lot of good points on both sides.
Kathy: I would like to share Artem’s point with my league. It was very well said.
Reed: Next.

Karson: W or whatever one talks about parli prep times.
Bobby: It is on page 35.
Reed: Thank you.
Karson: This is the least scary. If you look at it this is what college parli does and what Parli TOC and Oregon and
everyone but us does. Why should we not all be on the same page? It only goes up 2 minutes in time. There are
structural reasons too. The person with 1 speech gets a longer speech. But the main reason is to put us in line
with everyone.
Reed: I told Artem last night when I originally wrote up Parli to add it to CHSSA that these times were what was
used in college. We have not kept up with everyone else changing. Anything you would like to add Artem?
Artem: Karson did a good job summarizing.
Chathi: 100% behind it. It gives the teams an opportunity to refute arguments and reduces spreading and makes
for more education.
Chris: I am interested in hearing the feedback in the fall with this. I am concerned with schools that are non-circuit
parli that are more traditional. That is my only issue.
Kathy: Are we still doing back to back parli and pf rounds? Does this affect this?
Angel: Two minutes is added. Still shorter than a policy round.
Reed: Any comments on items from debate?
Karson: We had a lot some of them are contentions. Please go back and talk to your people see what they care
about.
Gregg: Allocations have to be done and I was looking for the debate packet, have allocations been addressed? Are
there bonuses?
Karson: We did a bit we wanted it to be simple. We can talk during lunch.
Gregg: So that is just hanging?
Ben: chssa.org/council, this lists past motions that have been brought up.
Kathy: The constitution says to do allocation in May but don’t we do them in September?
Reed: Nermin would not attend the May meeting but Angel read the by-laws and Angel was trying to get back in
line with what the by laws said. It has caused a perfect storm.
Angel: Also the area chairs are supposed to do the allocations.
Kathy: Are we doing it in September?
Angel: We are going to do a draft now.
Reed: I would like to adjourn for lunch we will reconvene with IE and sweepstakes issues.

Break for lunch
Go to break at 11:51
Call order back: 1:01
Caiti: O.K., to start the I.E. motions. 518D: using the NSDA approved list for OI instructions. Seems to be some
inconsistency. NSDA has a paid staff, infrastructure built already, etc.
518F: Eliminate online sources all together. Not recommended. We would want either or.
Kathy: So, no vote on F?
Caiti: If you don’t vote yes on D, then I suppose you can vote yes on F. We would prefer you vote on D.
Kathy: Do we have to go back to dusty libraries?
Caiti: No you can still order books from Amazon…..
Angel: I had a lot of questions about O.I. this year. Please pass one of these.
Erik: Won’t this leave off some graduation speeches?
Caiti: Yes, some good ones will get left off, but some good ones will be allowed. Right now, it is simply
consistency.
Erik: I did not have issues in my league with O.I., Angel, what issues did you have at State?
Angel: Different web pages, the Moth, Ted-X, etc.
Gregg: What if a student finds an O.I., now they have to wait a few weeks (till the September CHSSA meeting) to
find out if a speech is legal?
0518-R: Allows exceptions.
Kathy: There was a word press script in the past. Nermin said it was not legal. The work around was to publish it
on a school webpage and then print it and use it. There are some great speeches (Ted-X) that cannot be used
currently. Why should these speeches not be allowed?
Caiti: We don’t like this option. Increased workloads for league presidents. Tony said many speeches are even
longer than 30 minutes, so that is a lot of time to deal with one video. Some league presidents won’t watch these
anyway.
Gregg: I have not hunted down a citation in an oratory. Someone needs to say something if someone obviously
misrepresents something.
Tony: One concern we have is are we going to go to a O.I. script list? How do you police things?
Minnia: I think this is great to allow more options.
Jennifer N: Would you be open to an amendment to allow just Ted Talks AND Ted-X?

Kathy: Yes.
Caiti: We do it other events. Some videos match and some do not. We want clarity.
Gregg: The vetting process in H.I. doesn’t mean that is truly matches the original book, for example.
Michael: This seems like it will be problematic to enforce, especially during a busy State.
0518-S: This allows for Ted-X. These are good speeches, so this limits it only to Ted-X. I will accept an
amendment (form Jennifer) that makes this say Ted Talks AND Ted-X. Some youtube videos are created by an
‘auto-bot’, I think Angel said?
Chathi: I have students in high school who give Ted-X talks. Where does that fall in all of this?
Minnia: If it is a public speech, then why wouldn’t it be allowed?
0518-B: Allowing downloaded manuscripts.
Jennifer N: Commencement speeches are very popular. We should allow this.
Caiti: The committee felt this should be allowed.
Kathy: We allowed these as screenshots now.
0518-C: This revision relates to now. We currently state ‘the home page is preferred’. Many people simply use
search engines now. That way you don’t have to go straight to the home page.
Kathy: The strikethrough should have started at the word is.
0518-W: Why not align with the POI rules, or simply call T.I. P.O.I.? We feel that there are some things we do that
are unique to us. This would change part of T.I. as we do it. You can change a T.I. to a P.O.I., but going the other
way is really hard. You can still do an overall T.I. as of now.
Gregg: P.O.I. currently doesn’t meet our T.I. rules most the time.
Karson: So we really want to adopt the rules for the NSDA?
Caiti: Yes.
Kathy: Derek said go ahead and get rid of our rules and just post a link to the NSDA for POI, but I much prefer this.
Also, does the 1/3rd rules go away (students writing that much of the speech themselves)?
Caiti: Yes.
Kathy: Can we still add 150 words yes……
Caiti: You can add words to selections
Erik: What does I.E. committee say?
Caiti: We support this. 518-W. Helps prepare for Nationals. We don’t like 518-A as much.

518-A: People were having trouble getting their P.O.I. meet T.I. requirements. A makes it so that your T.I. can
meet a P.O.I.,
Jennifer: The 150 added and 1/3 can be student work, those should still be there if do not take them out with a
By-Law?
Kathy: I actually think the entire T.I. event now needs to be overhauled. I would ask I.E. to re-do the whole thing.
David: Why not kill T.I. in favor of P.O.I.?
Ben: This doesn’t change the 150 and 1/3 of student work, yet.
Gregg: This is a tug of war, when will it stop. By adopting that, only genre issue may stop a kid from doing a T.I.
like before. We have even had traditional T.I. speeches do very well versus P.O.I.’s at competitions.
Kathy: Quotes Derek. ‘Make T.I. P.O.I’.
Jennifer: In regards to why I.E. didn’t recommend simply making this P.O.I. or a direct link to the NSDA, it can be
hard to find the rules for examples.
Karson: I think the issue is that some current T.I. students don’t understand all of the rules in relation to P.O.I., or
they simply don’t want their T.I. to be argumentative in nature. The other problem could be that students are
used to writing up to 1/3rd of the T.I., and the NSDA does not have a similar allowance. They actually say added
words only to remove cursing or ‘for the purposes of transitions’.
Gregg: I still don’t see this. I think the only thing more restrictive now is the two genre rules.
Kathy: Why would we get rid of the added words? 1/3 of their T.I.?
Tony: Why allow to add 1/3 of your own words in the first place?
Bobby: You make an argument, you can find what you need in the words of others, which is more academic
anyway.
Jennifer N: Can we have two versions of this to show our leagues? We need clear cut rules.
Bobby: We could eliminate the 1/3, but also leaves the 150 added words.
Caiti: Booby repeat that.
Bobby: We could eliminate the 1/3, but also leaves the 150 added words.
Kathy: I saw a T.I. where a student didn’t verbally identify the author of a poem. I think T.I. needs to be
overhauled.
Erik: Can we have one version to take home? Can we do some straw polls?
Caiti: We can make up one proposal that is easy.
Ben: Motion to suspend the rules. Angel seconds. Unanimously approved. (2:03).
(No notes are taken during this time).

Rules unsuspended. (2:19).
Caiti: 0518-L This does no matter if you pass changing it to P.O.I. This was about using a piece that had less than
150 words. Vote for this is we don’t pass P.O.I.
0518-Q Withdrawn. (change to cover sheet but we need to wait to see results).
0518-K Talk to your leagues and what does ‘control of your binder’ mean to you. Drop means automatic last
place for an accident.
Angel: The kids shouldn’t be punished for an accident.
Kathy: Why are you withdrawing this?
Caiti: We didn’t like how it was written.
Sarah: Why is this a problem to have your binder on the floor? We did this in college?
Karson: Shouldn’t we do this in Duo then? If we protect people in T.I. from a penalty (intentionality), then why
don’t we protect someone in Duo who accidently bumps?
Gregg: Kids take calculated risks all the time….Dance in Duo, almost go overtime, etc.
Caiti: NSDA says ‘control your manuscript’, what does that mean?
PR report: Lily I didn’t do awards by myself, Beth helped a lot. The binder was awesome and helped I think and
we should keep it being used.
Ben Sweepstakes: I created four different possible sweepstake changes. M, all things equal. J, all speech equal,
top event increases. O, speech and debate are equal, debate is slightly higher. N, total equity across all. Congress
is not included.
Artem: Events that have two students involved should be awarded more since it takes two students.
Minnia: Less schools have a chance to win with debate since there are less debate events compared to speech.
Reed: There are many reasons why it has been suggested in the past that debate events earn more sweepstakes
points. The speech time for a debaters overall in a round is more than a speech contestant in a round, they have
to be prepared to think on their feet faster than many of the speech events, they have to participate in more
rounds to be a champion of debate compared to a champion of speech, etc.
Gregg: Nuanced discussion. Unless we have different sweeps for every event, it won’t truly reflect the value of
each event perfectly since they are all different.
Kathy: How does this change the bonus system?
Karson: The bonus system should remain mostly the same since the changes would equalize events, not really
change the internals of each event. Also, this system simply doesn’t matter much since we did away with medium
and small school sweepstakes and moved to a top 20 format. It is very hard for medium to small programs to
ever make it into the top 20 teams now, so this is really just about changing how the top 10 or top 5 might end up.

Angel: Our top 10 schools this year, like 7 of them are strong in speech. Speech schools are already winning.
Kathi: It is rigged now so why does this matter. Small schools will not place in the top for sweepstakes, I am
sorry.
Artem: How does this change sweeps and bonuses?
Minnia: I think that it would work in a fair way if we equalize the events. I think they key with this is to make sure
every student feels valued. If an event if worth less, you are almost telling a student that what they are doing is
worth less. We need to make sure that all students feel valued equally.
Ben: Congress is the same sweeps as speech.
Reed: Every five years this comes up, we discuss it, it goes away, and then it comes back again.
Ben: Speech would have 648 total sweepstakes points, debate would have 324, congress would have 64 under
the ‘all sweepstakes are equalized’ proposal.
Reed: Election results for Area Chairs. Area Chairs serve the council in many ways, and we appreciate their help.
Area 3 election: Kathy Graber wins.
Area 4 election: Sarah Sherwood wins.

IX.

GOOD OF THE ORDER

Chris: We have a problem and it is the culture of protest. Many other tournaments do not have the protests that
we do. It slows things down, weakens education, etc. Students don’t speak up in round, they just wait to protest
later. They don’t bring up issues before a round, they intentionally wait and then try to harm one another. It is
just bad.
It is super important what we say in public. Facebook, public, etc. Keep it in the meeting, privately, etc.
Perception is what rules. We don’t want negative perceptions to continue. Say it honestly, ay it openly, but keep
it where it belongs and be professional.
Reed: Committee chairs did a great job yesterday, set their own agendas, started early, and got a lot done. Thank
you all for doing so well.
Ben: Please ask leagues/coaches who used dropbox online submission how they liked it, if they want any changes
to how we did it, etc.

Lily: I have names of 9 students already for social media purposes, please send me more name of past
competitors so we can feature them!
Reed: I have appointed Karson debate chair. He subbed for Eric Larsen all year, and he has done a good job. I
asked Eric Larsen and he recommended Karson, and the Debate Committee was also unanimous in their support
for Karson as Chair, so I really didn’t have much of a choice. Seriously, that is fairly impressive that the committee
all supported him.
McCoy: D.I. finals was judged by former champion of D.I. from Logan, gave us a spark. We need to continue to
reach out to former students and bring them into the mix.
Michael: I stopped a student from making State, who do I go to so that I can get guidance? How do I find out if a
cutting of a speech is legal or not, since my interpretation of what was legal was not the same at all with what the
executive committee ruled, and so I want to know who I should get more guidance from? Should I ask the I.E.
Committee?
Angel: Call me, I make myself available, much like an NSDA official does during National Qualifiers. I have all the
dates down of all of your State Qualifiers and I make sure that I am by my phone in case any of you need to call.
Karson: Michael, rule interpretations vary from president to president and league to league, so it can be hard. I
would simply try my best but if in doubt, especially if State is on the line, call Angel.
Kathy: Sharon James is stepping down. We had fun working together, Jennifer and Sharon and I. These two
ladies were wonderful and I am not sure who will replace Sharon but they will have big shoes to fill.
Reed: Thank you everyone for your work this weekend. I am glad that we were able to end on time.
Meeting adjourned at 3:12.

Calendar dates:
Fall meeting September 7th-8th, 2018 in Sacramento
Winter meeting January 4th-5th, 2019 in Southern Ca (L.A./San Diego)
Spring meeting May 18th-19th, 2019 in San Jose
State Tournament May 3rd-5th, 2019 @ Cal State Long Beach

Next CHSSA meeting is September 7th-8th, 2018 in Sacramento

Meeting adjourned at 3:12 P.M.
Respectfully submitted by Karson
CHSSA Secretary

CHSSA Executive Council - Meeting Minutes
President Report - Reed Niemi
Thank you Ben for resurrecting the Bulletin--next issue State 2018 report Next issue will focus on
State, but moving forward we will need content from MANY!
·
Incorporating

·

The issue before our organization is how to proceed from being an association to a corporation. In all
likelihood we will need to take a statewide vote of member schools to incorporate. We will then need
to change our bylaws to adhere to the California Secretary of State criteria. Our legal counsel is
phenomenal and her advice has been invaluable. I would like to remain in a relationship with Jill
England Esq. We still have some of our retainer on deposit, but around December, we may need to
send another check. Any league that would like to incorporate and therefore decrease liability, I'll be
more than happy to introduce you to CHSSA legal counsel.
·

State 2018

Thank you Mikendra and Angel for pulling it off Protest
filed (see report)
Evaluations per the bylaws
·
Middle School State 2019
All things are in order for 2019 and I would like to start a marketing campaign before the end of
summer in order to get the word out. As huge thank you to Ron and Gay!

·

World Schools at MS State 2019

My proposal is to allow each league to send two World Schools teams to MS State to compete
for the state title. The teams make up may be determined by each league, but I would hope that
NSDA districts would use this opportunity to practice before Nationals since those quals will
already have been complete.
Area Chair election results (at conclusion of meeting) -- do we need to revisit the current
election process???

·

Thank you to Ellen and Terry for agreeing to try out being election officials for Area III and
Area IV elections. The process was eye opening and I feel it still needs fine-tuning. It has many
merits, but we are asking much from volunteers that are not serving on council. Also, the
purpose of the new procedure was to insure the process and results and I am not sure both
expectations were met.
NFHS Rules
NFHS is working (with or without the knowledge of NSDA) to write up a set of rules to apply
nationwide (like all sports). I would appreciate feedback on the sentiment of CHSSA member
schools.

VP Activities - Angelique Ronald
Thank you to everyone for your amazing help with the State Tournament; State 2018 was a team effort. I
am so sincerely appreciative of all of the generosity, kindness, and hard work you each displayed-characteristics that stand as a testament to the character that makes our organization so great. Seriously:
thank you! All of you.

A special thank you is due to the entire Mountain House High School team for stepping in to pull off what
was truly a phenomenal tournament. Mikendra McCoy is an absolute rockstar (which we all knew, but
this just cements that truth), but so were her wonderful students, parents, administrators, school board
members, and community partners. Mikendra’s husband, Jay, hand-crafted our gorgeous Student of the
Year award. Even Mikendra’s amazing mother flew in from Oregon to help with all of our needs for the
weekends! Melisa Elko did a phenomenal job coordinating food for our judges and organizing the team of
volunteers from Capitol Valley. Finally, thank you to the Sacramento Urban Debate League for working
our merchandise booth all weekend in an organized, thorough, and incredibly friendly manner.
Tournament-wise, we have some changes to make going forward to make things better. I’ll outline those a
little more thoroughly in fall.

I’m happy to announce that State 2019 will be hosted by the Orange County Speech League, May 3-5,
2019, at California State University Long Beach. More information will be provided in the coming
months.

VP Curriculum - Minnia Curtis
Thanks to Mikendra McCoy and the volunteers at Mountain House, many Semi final and Final
rounds of the State Tournament were recorded. Angelique is checking with our lawyer before we
share the rounds (just to make sure our opt out policy is adequate).
Currently Mikendra has the rounds, but will give them share them with Minnia tomorrow (I
want to prep for further, more specific curriculum work).These can be posted as links under the
Curriculum drop-down of the CHSSA site.

Today, our committee wrote worksheets and additional discussion questions for 5 events (OO,
OA, Expos, TI, and Extemp). These are meant to provide classroom teachers and/or team
coaches with an active listening activity to help direct students while watching any round of the
given event. Our next step will be to create material for some specific speeches from the State
Tournament.

Requests: total 2,078.65
1. Refund of $78.65 for a 2 TB hard drive that Mikendra will load all of the rounds on so that
Minnia can view them and choose sample presentations to make specific accompanying
curriculum.

2. 1000.00 for Summer Curriculum work. This is a possibility, but we may have a small committee
work for 2 days this summer to create the specific curriculum so it can be uploaded with the
rounds and be ready for the beginning of this coming school year. This would pay for
hotel/meals/gas and is a max amount.

3. 1000.00 to pay for 1-2 members to attend the NSDA National Conference July 28-31 in Phoenix,
AZ. The cost is approx 1000.00 per person for registration, hotel, and transportation, so this
amount will send one member or pay for half the cost of 2 members. If the Summer Curriculum
work does not occur, the money can be used to support attendance by 2 committee members,
if they would like to attend.

Rationale: The Curriculum Committee had not asked for financial support outside of the regular
CHSSA meetings in quite a while (since the large requests for making dvds). 1 is necessary for
the timely sharing (and secure storing) of the videos. #2 is just a possibility, but would make the
new Curriculum available in a very timely manner. #3 is Professional Support to help CHSSA
Curriculum members stay current and represent CHSSA at NSDA.

Coordinator of Public Relations - Lily Bolig
Facebook and Instagram are both up in posts/likes/follows. We will continue to use
Facebook for marketing purposes, Instagram for student engagement, and Twitter for the
tournament. To unify, we will use the hashtag #CHSSAspeaks across all platforms on every
post.

Area Chairs and Presidents -- expect an email in the coming days from PR committee that
includes directions on how to create a league facebook page and a request for Alumni
Spotlights (Where are they now?) We’ll take 5 minutes right now to do this. The goal is to
connect: the 1996 DI National Champion (from James Logan HS) judged the final rounds of DI
at CHSSA this year. We’d like to see more alumni come back.
We’d like to highlight them on our social media platforms, with a quote about how
CHSSA/Speech and Debate impacted their life. This is imperative to our mission of
positivity and outreach. We will be pesky getting this information, if needed ;)

State Tournament 2018: We are really proud of the work we did and how well the
tournament ran. Lily has thank you cards to all our sponsors which we’d like to have people
sign and we’ll coordinate with Social Media Team to thank them on Facebook, as well.

Statewide Branding: We are working to increase our branding (for example: banners we can
hang at awards) and our shirt selection.

State Tournament 2019: We’re already in the process of reaching out to schools/universities
in the area and other sponsors. Our goal is $25,000 (this year was just below $15,000).

We will be drafting a Media Release Form for competitors/parents to opt into. Once we have a
final statement from our lawyer, we’ll proceed.

Treasurer - Neil Barembaum
ALWAYS USE THE CHSSA LOGO WITH THE “CIRCLE-R” IF YOU NEED ONE, EMAIL ME!
Report HAS BEEN submitted. Tentative.
Had problem with savings account. The savings accounts were paying less interest than the checking
accounts. Solution (suggested by Credit Union representative): Create a new Super Savers account which
pays better interest. Most of previous operations savings account is transferred to Super Savings. Also
changed Donovan Cummings fund to Super Savers after CD matured.
Will close operational savings. Suggest closing scholarship savings, since we no longer hold scholarship
money from year to year, a savings account is not really necessary any more.
Have excess of revenue over expenses of $12000. That may melt somewhat by fiscal year-end. SUDL
money came in and out. It is in two places in the income statement, but it has no effect on the bottom line.
The difference in program income and sponsorships is fuzzy. Some of the packages we were selling
included sponsorships with program ads. Consider a consolidation of both amounts.
Odd (strange) odd (fractional, not even) numbers are probably due to credit cards. We are paying over
$1100 for credit card fees net of our $3 fee. Might check to see if we can get a better deal, but it seems
worthwhile to provide the choice for payers and the convenience for us. I should probably put “Unused
retainer” as an asset and deduct “Legal fees” from that asset, but we are using cash basis accounting and,
eventually, there will be no difference.
$2000 Chuck Ballingall Scholarship money was disbursed. I must have neglected to add it to Quickbooks,
so it is not in the report. Will enter into Quickbooks.
Tournament Miscellaneous included many printers and other hardware that we will be able to use in
future years, but are expensed this year.

Historian - Ron Underwood
Middle School State Tournament Report- Progress and enthusiasm grows. We will be hosting
the tournament at Leland High School in San Jose. Much detail will be finalized during the
summer. (Costs,schedules, etc.)
Since there is no way to determine financial situations, monies needed (above and beyond entree
fees and tee shirt sale, will come from the Donovan Cummings memorial fund. (Established in
his will upon his death.)

Secretary Report - Karson Kalashian

Since the meeting minutes are apparently very important, three things:

1. Be aware that everything we say in the main meeting WILL BE recorded and available to the
public. Think about that when you speak if that is an issue for you.

2. I will do my best to write down exactly what is said, but there is no real way to flow word for
word. The NSDA doesn’t even release notes from their meetings period. I will no longer
attempt to ‘clean up’ comments/language that is used, since we don’t want people to think
that they are being misrepresented.

3. Please wait to be recognized when you speak and try not to speak over one another for
the sake of clarity.

Area 1 - Chris
Harris Area
2 - Mikendra
McCoy Area
3 - Kathy
Graber Area
4 - Gregg
Osborn
Big Thanks to Angel and Sarah for securing CSU Long Beach for State ‘19.

IE Chair - Caiti Gale
518 A(align TI with POI) -withdrawn in favor of 518 W which better aligns with POI rules and
gets rid of selection word requirement and reduces required number of selections to two. This
rule change focused more on the genre requirement.

518 B (allow downloaded manuscripts in OI)- We support this proposal because in the status quo
there are speeches posted on websites for download that meet all other event requirements. One
example of this would be commencement speeches posted on University websites.

518 C (remove homepage preference as opposed to links in TI)- We support this motion because
most students are printing link pages regardless of availability on the home page. The proposal
would require a friendly amendment to also cross out the words “the first page in website is” to
remove the sentence fragment.

518 D (use NSDA approved website list for OI)- We support this proposal because it creates
a bright line on legality of OI online sources and reduces the need for

interpretation. OI sources are a constant source of confusion and disagreement. In order to be
more fair, we must have clarity and consistency. The addition of the statement that all other
requirements must be met clarifies that short stories can’t be used despite the presence on the
NSDA list.

518 F (eliminate online sources in OI)- This is a much stronger alternative to 518D. We would
prefer 518 D because it still allows online sources of some type. However, if we can’t come to a
consensus on limits, we can’t continue online source use because source validity rulings are not
consistent.

518 K (penalty for dropping manuscript)- We would like to withdraw/table this motion. We are
curious about how individual leagues interpret the “holding” requirement and how this
compares to the NSDA “ control” requirement. Also, should there be a penalty for an accident?
The current language would result in last place regardless of intent.

518 L(selections/transitions)- This is to clarify that not all works quoted must be a selection.
However, we would prefer the POI/TI alignment to this solution because it still limits some
POIs which may include multiple sources with less than 150 words used.

518 Q (TI coversheet)- We do not think this needs to be voted on as it is not a bylaw. We do
think the specification is a good idea if we do not align with POI.

518 R (confirmation of OI transcript)- As a committee we oppose this motion because it does
not create clarity. It creates more of a burden for league presidents and area chairs because they
now must watch videos to match. This could also be very difficult when an OI is a cutting of a
much longer speech. It could also be inconsistently used by different leagues and it would not
result in clarity and consistency.

518 S (confirmation of TedX in OI)-As a committee we oppose this motion because it does not
create clarity. It creates more of a burden for league presidents and area chairs because they now
must watch videos to match. This could also be very difficult when an OI is a cutting of a much
longer speech. It could also be inconsistently used by different leagues and it would not result in
clarity and consistency.

518 W (new align TI with POI)- We support this motion because it still allows for a
traditional TI to be crafted, but also allows for POIs to be used at State and Nats. This
provides more consistency for coaches and students.

Judges instructions- we will circulate some of the league judge instructions and the video.
We will then collaborate to create the new and updated version.

Impromptu topics- There were some concerns about concrete nouns being used as topics in the
final round. There were complaints made to league presidents by coaches and judges. The idea
of topic areas was brought up as a possibility.

Question for next time: What constitutes illegally “piecing” a piece?

Debate Chair - Karson Kalashian (subbing for Eric Larsen)
Those Present:
Chair: Karson Kalashian
Members: Erik Pielstick, Sarah Sherwood, Chris Harris, Artem Raskin Guests: Reed
Niemi, Angel Ronald

Agenda Items:
-

State Schedule for next year
Discussion of Worlds being added in some form
Cleaning up by-laws tabbing
Prep time
Parli Prep materials
New motions

New Docket Motions
-

E: To allow file sharing in debate.
- Erik asks if this is needed.

-

Karson and Reed agree that teams share cards in round during the round.
Thumb drives cause issues in round.

-

Viruses are also on thumb drives.
Teams are paperless now for the most part.
Kids are doing it anyways.
Highly supported in the survey.
Rule is well written to not punish paper only debaters.

Savvy teams can use computers.
Sarah would like to add the addition of “partners and/or”
Karson feels like this is going to maybe create protests later on about kids writing
speeches in real time from their partner.
- We all agree that the friendly amendment is acceptable and we like this
amendment.
- Fully in support.
G: Oral prompting in Policy
- Power is given to the judge for this. Debate committee likes that a lot.
- Karson thinks the NSDA does a good job with things and likes this.
- Sarah asks if this is about tag team cross or oral prompting during speeches.
Wording is odd.
-

-

-

Clearly about oral prompting during speech times and tag team cross is clearly still not
allowed in this motion. (we reread this and found it was wrong)
Chris reminds us that to get an answer on the record in cross it has be said by the
person who is supposed to be answering.
We discover that this is under the examination of opponents section and so must be
about Tag Team CX
We don’t like the line “or by any other person while the debater has the floor,” and
find it confusing.
Norms in circuit policy is that there is one person asking questions and one
answering most of them with their partner helping.
Question and discussion of what has more educational value: Getting good answers to
questions or letting a team beat a team where one person is carrying.
In a 1v1 in LD if a kid doesn’t know an answer then they look bad, why are we letting
teams cover for each other?
Question if there is even a rule disallowing oral prompting during speech times.
Karson is ok with this rule applying to both oral prompting and tag team cross ex.
Erik and Sarah agree.
This way judges can allow either if they want.
This will encourage kids to ask judges for their preferences.
If we move the text we still have contradicting lines.
Sarah thinks the wording is confusing.
Karson thinks the wording is fine.
Striking the wording “but only one member of each team may do so within a given
cross-examination period. ” and moving the addition to Section M would fix everything.
Erik agrees.
Chris is worried that if the kids do not ask the judge then it will cause problems.
Karson says that this is opening it up and we need to make sure everyone knows about
this rule change.

Education in debate is important. So if this forces the kids to ask then this is good for the
activity. Coaches need to be better coaches and make sure their kids know
- Oral prompting is reminding your partner to put something “on the record”
- Angel blesses our suggested changes.
- Add a line about an exception to this rule is section H- 3-C .
- All support this.
T: Oral prompting in Public Forum
- Do we need this given the change made above?
- They wouldn’t contradict.
- We don’t want a judge to penalize a kid for them all participating in Grand Cross.
We need to add a line that exempts Grand Cross Fire from the Oral Prompting rules.
-

-

-

-

- Redundant. We agree. Don’t need it.
U: Offtime Roadmaps
- Karson thinks that this doesn’t go far enough.
- Erik thinks time should start and we shouldn’t be adding time to debate.
- Sarah says judges need this. She needs this in a policy round with 8 sheets of paper.
Computer flow users need it. People with cognitive issues need it.
- Speech people get a grace period. Why is debate stricter?
- Erik thinks your time is your time.
- Chris says maybe this would speed things up a bit. Don’t want roadmaps to go on
forever. But it would help judges out.
- Angel says we already have super long off time roadmaps. So this will cut them down.
- Karson wants us to get rid of judge requests.
- Erik should be allowed to not allow an off time road map. But what if the panel is split?
In the case of other issues it is easy to adapt to the judges who say no, but not easy in
the case of roadmaps.
- Removing the judge requirement is probably best practices so we just blanket allow
them. This way no judge can overrule other judges who want a roadmap.
- Change wording to: An exception shall be made for offtime road maps. Can
changed to will and then remove the judge requirement.
- All but Erik supports this.
V: Internet prep for Parli debate
- Karson contests that this is not a norm everywhere. That Parli is supposed to be what
the kids know ahead of time. Or have filed ahead of time. Parli kids should be doing
work ahead of time. This rewards kids who do no work.
- Sarah makes a point about money. That there are squads who can afford auto filing
software that they could then bring to prep.
- Angel says that the compelling point for her was lack of clash from lack of
information. It would creates better debates and better rounds. If everyone has

the information then it makes for more and better clash. Internet research is an edu
standards with common core?
-

Parli should be the test case for internet use.
Somebody can afford to buy things to get ahead in speech and debate and some can’t.
Karson’s argument is that at everyturn there is something a kid can buy to give them a
leg up.
- Chris doesn’t think that internet makes the debate better. It staggers the
progression he wants to see in his debaters. He thinks it becomes a crutch.
- Committee is split on this. 2 in favor and 3 opposed.
- Rules need to be consistent so it is fair. What if a league couldn’t get their kids on the
wifi? What if the state tournament can’t structurally guarantee wifi?
- If we are talking about equity, the world where debaters rely on pre-filed files then big
schools will always win. A small school debater doing a google search can counter that
advantage.
W: Parli Speech time changes.
- Written by Artem. It would be better if CHSSA fit what everyone else does. These are
better speech times. Only event where partners don’t have the same number of
speeches. These times give the speaker with only one speech a little longer to speak.
- Chris says that Parli was first in with IEs and CHSSA didn’t want to follow College parli. He
also says that Parli needs to figure out what it wants to be.
- Artem thinks this is an issue where lay debate could get on board with it as well.
- Should CHSSA reach out to Parli? Or should Parli reach out to CHSSA?
- Artem brought this to debate committee to try to bridge the gap between groups.
Artem wants there to be more education in Parli. He thinks CHSSA reaches a lot of
schools across the state that are important to be included. Parli isn’t very big. We
shouldn’t have a bunch of leagues at odds with each other.
- Karson thinks this is fine. That there isn’t anything bad done by this.
- Chris says he isn’t against it on its merits, but Chris wants to hear why it is
necessary. And appreciates this is a non-confrontational request for a small
change.
- Sarah says this does no harm so why not. If people ask for it then we should do it.
- We are split 3 in favor, 1 opposed, and 1 abstention.
-

-

There are lots of things that you can’t use the internet as a crutch for it.
Don’t mean pre-tournament prep goes away.
Artem thinks that the idea that the kids won’t do work if we give them internet
doesn’t play out at the invitationals that he takes his team goes to. That
pre-tournament they learn argumentation and broadly about the world. But during the
tournament they prep to fact find. Right now they already download huge databases. This
doesn’t fit on a chromebook which is the laptop a lot of kids have.

Parli Prep materials
-

Issue was brought up where something was taken out of parli prep and brought into a round.
Karson is of the opinion that that was an issue with how that prep was being run. Any issues
with bylaws will be looked at later on.

Prep time
-

-

-

Protest at the state tournament in PF. Stopping prep to get evidence is a norm??? Lack of rule
against it makes team think they have full right to do this.
Protest committee ruled against it.
Debate committee largely disagrees with this decision.
However we don’t see where we could changes or alter any wording. That the by-laws are
clear enough.
Chris says the reason why we have these issues is that we have not fixed up these issues in the
by-laws and it has created a protest culture. And that judges do not feel empowered in their
round. Kids are not going to correct a judge when they can protest. Rules should be simple and
streamlined and blunt. Emails and a record of protests and decisions so coaches can see that
protests will not be entertained.
We as a committee feel that the bylaws already correctly state the rules That this
information should be sent out to leagues.
There should be less protests made by coaches who are trying to punish other kids so theirs can
get an advantage. However, there should be as many protests as needed filed by coaches trying
to defend their students from abusive issues in round.
Maybe add a D. point that says “Once preparation time has started it may only be ended to
begin a speech.”

World School Debate
-

Karson isn’t sure about adding it. If we are trying to make Parli legit and making it 64.
Why are we having another event?

-

High School Worlds at the Middle School State tournament?
- When kids get knocked out they can judge middle school state.
Sarah totally supports having it tested at Jr High State.
Erik likes worlds and his kids do too.
Karson is indifferent about the event.
Erik finds the prepared vs impromptu interesting.
Chris supports Worlds.
Artem thinks Worlds seems interesting. He feel hesitant to adding events. Thinking of general
trends every so often there are new events and makes coaching and running tournaments
difficult. We have no way to really get rid of events? There is no exit strat.

-

-

Don’t add it to state. Add it to the Jr. High State.
Chris says we should have each league submit a team to state and then they can debate.

-

Do we have to figure this out?
We are in favor of having it at the Jr High State. But we have a question about how they would
qualify and how many teams will go?

Clean up by-laws
- Need the by laws that were voted on last May.
- We also need the By-laws to be cleaned up.
Schedule
-

Adjusted times to propose to committee. Gave certain rounds more room.

Congress Chair - David Matley
Four by-law revisions mostly related to PO contest tie-breakers and clarifying current
practice.

State Tournament Survey Results
This is what Congress is looking to do. We hope people will discuss this with their leagues and
forward any thoughts to us. Coaches and students overwhelmingly prefer:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Competitors stay in same house for prelims
One piece of legislation per session (prelims)
90-minute sessions (as we’re doing now)
Source of legislation should be schools that are competing in Congress
Schools should vote on legislation
POs should not give speeches
PO voting should be both student and judge ballots

Changes that coaches and students would like to see (items for further discussion before
being implemented):
● 70% of students and 62.5% of coaches want to have authorship speeches
● Preference for authorship speech is any student from the school who submitted legislation
● Cross-examination time increased to 2 minutes for authorship speech was slightly
preferred by students and greatly preferred by coaches

● Direct cross-examination (multiple questions to same speaker) 66% of coaches would like to
pilot this; 47% of students want to pilot, 41% against.

● Bringing back a parliamentarian: 87.5% of coaches want a parliamentarian in rounds; 58.8% of

students support it as well. (If we do this, we have to find a way to build it into requirements for
schools to complete registration.) We would like to

solicit feedback from leagues on how to best handle this. How do leagues suggest we go
about getting qualified parliamentarians? One possibility might be to ask each league to
provide the name on one non-conflicted person who could serve as parliamentarian (this
would meet judging requirement).
● Order of bills pre-determined and posted on JOT
● Possible comment cards for each student (based on one suggestion from one coach).
However, there is concern about whether this would significantly add to the time it takes to
get back ballots and hold up Congress tab. The logistics of doing this are also a concern.

Editor - Benjamin Cummings
● Going over the website for clarity and removal of dead links, taking down 2017-18
materials and working to replace with 2018-19 materials.

● May Bulletin being worked on. Our “State Tournament Issue” will include scripts from original
event (OO, OA, OPP, Expos) winners, president’s report, VP Activities’ report, Host Report,
Quotes from Students, Results from Events, sponsors, etc.

● Please send me your content… it is loved. We had a 57.5% open rate. We hope to increase this
by including more relevant material. Many thanks to those who sent in content for the
previous bulletin.

2018 CHSSA State Protests
EVENT

CLAIM

DECISION

Policy

Evidence not available;
validity of evidence;
exchange of evidence

4-0 upheld, 4-0 remedy
denied (did not alter the
judge's decision)

Parli

Point of Order over 15
secs.

4-0 upheld, 4-0 remedy
upheld
(did not alter the
judge's decision)

TI

Manuscript appeared
blank; prop

3-0 denied
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LD

Card did contain the
statistic cited

3-1 denied

PF

Use of prep time

3-0 denied

PF

Told judges to "look it up"

Moot since violating
team lost anyways

PF

Evidence not available
upon challenge

3-0 upheld, 2-1 remedy
upheld (one ballot
changed)

Parli

Definition of a round

3-1 upheld, 4-0 remedy
denied (judge's claimed
not to have been spoken to
directly)

OI

Illegal script

3-1 denied due to time
frame, league loses an OI
qual in 2019

